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USDA Memorandum SP-59-201

Modifications to Accommodate
× Agencies participating In the

National School Lunch program
must provide reasonable
modifications accommodate
children with disabilities

× This includes providing special

meals, at no extra charge, to
children with a disability when the
disability restricts the child’s diet.
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Disabilities in School Meal Prog
rams
× Child must have disability as defined under
IDEA or Section 504.

× Parent must provide DR statement of

disability to include specific description of
disability and how it affects the child's diet
and food intake ability,

× Accommodations include but are not limited
to food allergies, caloric modification,
substitution or omission of products and
changes in consistency.
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Arkansas Regulations for SLI

(school-aged program regula
tions)

Arkansas regulations: "Speech or
. Language Impairment"
means a communication disorder such as deviant
articulation, fluency, voice, and/or comprehension and/or
expression of language, spoken or written, which
impedes the child's acquisition of basic cognitive and/or
affective skills, as reflected in the Arkansas Department
of Education curriculum standards.
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POSSIBLE REFERRAL CHARACTERIST

ICS

Conditions are
indicated in the
student's
medical/develop
mental history

Has
continuous
allergy
problems or
frequent
colds

Has
deviant
dental
structure
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POSSIBLE REFERRAL CHARACTERIST

ICS

Has oral
muscular
coordination
slower than
normal

Displays
clumsiness or
general motor
incoordination
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The definitions of A.T. devices and
A.T. services
contained in IDEA 2004
§300.5 Assistive technology device.

Assistive technology device means any item, piece
of equipment, or product system, whether acquired
commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized,
that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the
functional capabilities of a child with a disability.
.
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Processing all of the informa
1.

2.

All students must
receive nutrition
during school
hours,
Federal law
requires
reasonable
accommodations
to be made.

1.

2.

tion:

IDEA mandates
disability that
affects ADL
must be
addressed.
Feeding self,
chewing and
swallowing fall
under ADL, tools
are A.T.

1.
2.

SLI regulations
address oral
motor skills
Feeding and
swallowing skills
may be
addressed via
oral motor
goals!

WHO SHOULD BE ON YOUR PLANNI

NG TEAM?

SLP
OT
PT

F
S

Nurse
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Let’s review a few starting que
stio

What?

Who?

What is your district
currently doing to address
feeding and meal
modification? Assistive
Technology?

Who tracks student meal
modification and feeding
plans? Who track A.T?

What?
What forms are being used
to collect data? It is ALL
about the forms. Data is
IMPORTANT!

Who?
Who trains and implements
feeding plans? Who trains
the food services staff on
thickeners and modified
consistency? Who trains
A.T.?

ns...

How?
How are therapies (SLP,
OT, PT) and nursing staff
co-treating these
students? Are they all on
the same page?

???
Do you know these
answers?
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Contact Vanessa Boomer:
418-7362
vboomer@bentonvillek12.org; 479Websites to remember!
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